Teddy Shake Announces Price Increase Planned For Popular
105-Piece Gel Pen Set
Due to another increase in material costs, Teddy Shake issued a statement this week
announcing that the current discounts on their best-selling gel pen set will end, and
the price will increase within the next thirty days.
Due to another increase in material costs, Teddy Shake issued a statement this week announcing
that the current discounts on their best-selling gel pen set will end, and the price will increase within
the next thirty days.Miami, FL, 33131 United States, United States - April 17, 2017 /PressCable/ -Over the past six months, the Teddy Shake 105-piece gel pen set has gone from a brand new
product to a customer favorite and Amazon best-seller. Although Teddy Shake has made every
effort to keep the pricing of the popular gel pen set affordable, due to another increase in material
costs, the company issued a statement today that the current discounts on the gel pens must end,
and that a price increase will occur, most likely within the next thirty days.
"When we launched our colorful gel pen set, we wanted to make sure that the pens were both high
quality and affordable, a combination that can be difficult to balance," explained Teddy Shake
spokesperson Bailey Anderson. "We have received some fantastic feedback from customers,
explaining how much they love these gel pens, and how great the quality of the pens are. We are
committed to continuing this quality in our gel pens. There has been a previous price increase for
materials which we have absorbed, but unfortunately, we are no longer able to absorb these
increases. We want to assure our customers that we will do our best to ensure the price of the gel
pens remains as low as possible. This is important to us."
Evert Teddy Shake gel pen set contains 105 pens that are a large variety of colors, including milky,
neon, glitter, rainbow and metallic. Each Teddy Shake pen contains 60% more gel ink than other gel
pens, and the ink inside the Teddy Shake gel pens is designed not to skip, fade or bleed through the
paper when using.
Some of the five-star customer reviews for the Teddy Shake gel pens say "I really like these pens. I
find I prefer using ink for coloring than felt or pencil" and " Daughter purchased and LOVES them!
Great product, lots of color choices!"
Currently priced at $27.99, the Teddy Shake 105-piece gel pen set is sold exclusively on
Amazon.com. Free shipping is available on any purchase over $49.
About Teddy Shake: "Desiring to make the world a more colorful and creative place, we at Teddy
Shake work every day to ensure you have the best gel pens sets on Earth. With hundreds of colors
and various tones, we put our gel pens through massive Research and Development tests to make
sure your creative flow never stops and your creations are always perfect."
Contact Info:Name: Bailey AndersonOrganization: Teddy Shake Gel PensAddress: 123 S.E. 3rd
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